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President’s Message
By
Clare L. Reed

As I sit down to write my last
article as your President, I’m
wondering where the past two
years have gone. It just seems as if I was elected and now
it’s time to step down. It’s been a great learning experience for me and I want to say thank you for allowing me
to serve.
Our conference is rapidly approaching and most of the
behind the scenes work is complete. Now is the time to
make your hotel reservations. We encourage all members
to stay at the hotel with us. To get the lowest rate possible
we need our numbers up. From the calls I’ve been receiving, it should be filling up fast.
We have two bi-law changes that need to be voted on.
The first is from the Ethics Committee which requests the
name of the committee to be changed to the Ethics and
Professionalism Committee.

June 2008

(2) make recommendations, as deemed appropriate, to
the Board of Directors for changes to the Code of Ethics;
and (3) make recommendations to the Annual Conference Committee for training presentations in subjects
designed to enhance the professional image of private
investigators.
Consideration is to be given to a session primarily for
new investigators, held in conjunction with the Annual
Conference.
The second By-Law change is the re-wording of when
your membership dues are due. We hope to make it easier to remember when they are due. Both will be spelled
out in length at the conference. In the past, members who
hadn’t paid dues were left on the Association’s webpage.
You will lose your advertising, if the dues are not paid
on time.
Our vendor situation has vastly improved over last year’s
conference. Six vendors have agreed to display there
wares. There will be something for everyone.
Election of Officers will take place with a new set of
officers leading the Association forward. Now is the
time to get your name out, so contact someone on our
current Board and we will take your information down.

The By-Laws to be revised read, ―The Ethics and Professional Committee shall (1) receive and investigate all
written grievances and complaints of alleged member violations of the Code of Ethics, and for such grievances and Again, I want to thank everyone who has allowed me to
complaints deemed worthy, make recommendations to the serve as your President. The memories will last forever.
Executive Committee that hearings be held;
See you at the Conference.
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JOHN E. REID AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
- Investigator Web Tip May / June 2008
EVALUATING ONE-ON-ONE ALLEGATIONS
One-on-one allegations are very common in criminal investigations. The accuser may be an alleged victim. The accused, of course, denies involvement and offers an explanation for the false allegation. In other situations, an incident
occurs and there are only two possible suspects. Obviously, both suspects will name the other as being the guilty party.
These “He said, she said” cases are inherently difficult to investigate for a number of reasons. Often, there is not a clear
separation between a truthful and false account. That is, both parties may be telling part of the truth and also omitting or
embellishing information. In many cases, these interviews are conducted when one or both parties are in an emotional
state of mind which can cause misleading behavior symptoms. Finally, because these cases are often spontaneous, a
decision to make an arrest must be made without the benefit of conducting an interview in a controlled environment. This
web tip will offer suggestions to help assess the credibility of the people involved in one-on-one allegations.
1.

Question Both Parties Separately

There is no better illustration of the problems associated with having both the accused and accuser present during questioning than on television court shows such as, “The People’s Court” or, “Judge Judy.” Invariably, the liar becomes more
committed to his or her position and rarely confesses even when confronted with evidence. The truth-teller may become
angry or reticent out of frustration and staunchly face the judge with his or her arms crossed. Suffice it to say, to learn the
truth requires that both accused and accuser be questioned separate from each other.
In a domestic violence case involving a husband and wife, for example, one investigator could question the wife in one
room while another investigator interviews the husband in a separate room. In a traffic stop, one occupant may be left in
the vehicle while the other is questioned away from the vehicle. Following the initial interview, the first occupant could be
asked to wait in the vehicle while the second is questioned away from the vehicle.
If the interviews are conducted by the same investigator at different times, it is beneficial to first interview the accuser and
then the accused. If two possible parties to a crime need to be interviewed, the person most likely to tell the truth, or least
likely involved, should be interviewed first. This assessment may be based on age, strength of evidence, as well as behaviors or attitudes displayed during initial questioning.
2.

Consider Having Both Parties Write Out A Statement

In a controlled environment, such as a business where an employee is making allegations of unwanted sexual advances
against a supervisor, it is often beneficial to not only question each party separately, but also to have each party first write
out a statement. This suggestion applies equally well to any one-on-one allegation where both parties are in a controlled
environment.
To obtain the statement the investigator should give the suspect a couple of sheets of lined paper and pen. At the top of
the paper the investigator should write out a question which he instructs the person to answer in writing. The question
should require that the person explain everything about their behavior, knowledge or observations. The following are possible introductory questions to ask in different situations:
Domestic violence: “Tell me everything about what happened between you and your husband (wife) this evening.”
Sexual harassment (complainant): “Tell me everything about what you experienced at (Company) that led to your complaint.”
Sexual harassment (respondent):“Sally Smith reported that you made sexual remarks to her. Tell me everything about
any sexual remarks you have made to Sally Smith.”
Gun found in dorm room: “Tell me everything you know about the 9mm gun found in your dorm room last Friday night.”
Hit and run with two possible drivers: “Tell me everything you know about the damage to the front right bumper of your
room mate’s car.”
While it does take extra time to obtain a written statement (most of these, even from truthful subjects, are only a couple of
paragraphs long) there are a number of benefits. First, the statement can be assessed for credibility by applying statement analysis techniques. Second, information from the statement can help the investigator prepare for a formal interview of a suspect in that he knows what topics to cover and may have identified problem areas within the statement to
pursue. Finally, because the statement is a permanent document from the suspect, any documented lies or inconsistencies can be used to support decisions relating to the case disposition.
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3.

Obtain Behavioral Information From Both Parties

It does the investigator little good to learn that a husband yelled at his wife and scared her. To assess credibility, the investigator must develop behavioral information. Behavior is objective and fixed in time. It is not subject to justification,
rationalization or individual interpretation. The investigator needs to find out specifically what was done, who was present, what object was used, where something happened, what was said, etc.
While it is certainly more efficient to ask questions that require a yes or no response such as, “Did your husband threaten
you with a weapon of any kind?” or, “Did your husband strike you at all?”, these closed-ended questions can invite deception. Especially during early portions of an interview, the investigator should ask open-ended questions that require a
narrative response. This approach is much more likely to result in truthful information as the following dialogue illustrates:
I: “What happened here this evening?”
S: “My husband came home drunk and starting yelling at me and accusing me of cheating on him. We argued and he
threatened me. I was scared for my life. That’s when I called 911.”
I: “Tell me how he threatened you.”
S: “He was yelling and calling me a bitch, and he said I would pay for what I did.”
I: “Tell me about any physical contact he had with you this evening.”
S: “Physical contact? He got right in my face and was yelling and threatening, like I said.”
I: “So he did not have physical contact with you this evening?”
S: “No, but I think he was going to.”
I: “What did he have in his hands when he was arguing with you?”
S: “Well, nothing. But his voice had a threatening tone.”
If two investigators are simultaneously questioning the accused and accuser, it is much easier to establish what really
happened if both investigators focus their interviews on behavioral information. When the two investigators compare
notes, they can identify which behaviors both parties agree upon, and which behaviors are disputed.
4.

Suggested Behavior Provoking Questions

The unique dynamics of one-on-one interviews present the opportunity to ask a number of behavior provoking questions
that may be helpful in determining which party is telling the truth. One of these is a BAIT question where the subject is
asked, “If (accuser) was given a polygraph examination concerning the statement that you pointed a knife at her this evening, what would her polygraph results be?” An innocent suspect typically predicts that the accuser will fail the polygraph.
On the other hand, the guilty suspect will not have that level of confidence and may offer an evasive response, e.g., “I
don’t really know much about polygraphs” or perhaps even predict truthful results, “She’s a really good liar – she might be
able to beat a polygraph.” As a legal aside, an employer is not in violation of the 1988 Employee Polygraph Protection
Act by asking an employee how another employee would do on a polygraph.
A second behavior provoking question is the CREDIBILITY question. It is simply phrased, “When (accuser) says that
you (did issue) is he/she lying? e.g., “When Sally says that you forcibly pulled down her jeans and underwear, is she lying?” It is very difficult psychologically for a person who knows that the accuser is telling the truth to respond to this
question with a confident agreement. A deceptive suspect may offer a qualified response, “I believe she might be, yes.”
or an evasive response, “I know what happened, and that’s all I can say.”
In the controlled environment of a laboratory study, one-on-one allegations are the easiest type of case to solve. By design, one subject is telling the truth and, therefore, the other subject must be lying. In real life, however, these cases are
often not cut and dried because the subjects’ behavior is contaminated by numerous outside variables including intense
emotions, intoxication of one or both parties, and the telling of partial truths. An important key in assessing the credibility
of parties involved in a one-on-one allegation is to interview both parties separately and focus the interview on specific
behaviors, not opinions or judgments. In a controlled environment, requesting that both parties respond in writing to a
central question can be beneficial both in making an initial assessment of credibility as well as conducting a subsequent
interview.

(This article was prepared by John E. Reid and Associates, Inc. as their Investigator Web Tip. For additional 'tips', go to
www.reid.com and select 'Educational Information' and 'Investigator Tip'. To request a copy of a specific 'tip’, contact Janet
Finnerty 1-800-255-5747 ext. 18 or johnreid@htc.net. For more information regarding Reid seminars and training products,
contact John E. Reid and Associates, Inc. at 1-800-255-5747.)
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IAPI’s Featured Speakers for the 2008 Conference
Vincent (Vinny) Parco
Vincent Parco, world renowned Private Investigator and President of Vincent Parco P.I., Inc., is a former New York Senior
Medical Conduct Investigator. He is also the President of the Association of Legal Medical and Investigative Experts. Mr.
Parco has delivered lectures to many investigative associations including: The Society of Professional Investigators, The Private Investigator’s Association of Colorado and The Association of Insurance Woman in Claims. Vincent Parco is the author
of How to be your own Private Investigator and Researching Public Records. In addition, Mr. Parco is the author of How to
catch him with his pants down and Kick him in the assets which enable spouses to reclaim what they have lost due to the infidelity of their partner. Mr. Parco teaches courses in Investigation and Self Protection. Mr. Parco is frequently called upon by
television news organizations, the print media, large corporations and small businesses for his expert advice. Mr. Parco has
shared his knowledge with ABC News, Inside Report, CNN, CBS News, Money Magazine, Success, Arena, The Oprah Winfrey Show, The Washington Times, New York Newsday, The New York Times, The New York Daily News and The Wall
Street Journal.
Solomon Fulero
Solomon Fulero is both a practicing attorney and a psychologist. Dr. Fulero received his PhD in social psychology and his law
degree from the University of Oregon in 1979 and a re-specialization certificate in clinical psychology from Wright University in 1988. He is Professor and former Chair of Psychology at Sinclair College in Dayton, Ohio and Clinical Professor of
Psychology and Psychiatry at Wright State University in Dayton. Dr. Fulero maintains private practices in both psychology
and law and is a frequent expert witness on matters pertaining to legal psychology, in both social/experimental (eyewitness
testimony, interrogations and confessions, pretrial publicity, etc.) and clinical (competency, sanity, sexual predator status,
competency to waive Miranda rights, etc.) areas. He is the author of numerous scholarly articles in both psychology journals
and law reviews. He appeared on the CBS 48 Hours episode ―Eyewitness‖ and was a member of the National Institute of Justice Technical Working Group on Eyewitness Evidence. Dr. Fulero is a Fellow of the American Psychological Association.
He has been on the Executive Committee of the American Psychology-Law Society (APLS), was the APLS representative to
the governing Council of Representatives of the American Psychological Association from 1999-2002 and was President of
APLS from 2003-2004.
Tom Slovenski
Tom Slovenski is the owner of Elite Investigations of SC, LLC and Cellular Forensics.com, located in South Carolina. As a
former law enforcement detective and now a private investigator, Tom brings over 20 years of experience to the public sector.
Tom was a Sergeant with a large metropolitan Sheriff’s Department and member of the Forensics Division while serving as
the Senior Investigator of Internal Affairs and directing investigations in five (5) separate county divisions. In the private sector, Tom specializes in difficult case work for some of the most elite clientele in the corporate and domestic law fields. As a
Cellular Forensic Examiner, Tom enthusiastically endeavors to train and inform private investigators and law enforcement on
the importance and value of Cellular Forensics. Tom’s articles on Cellular Forensics for private investigators have been published nationally.. In addition, Tom is a noted speaker and consultant in the field of Cellular Forensics throughout the Southeast. His memberships include the South Carolina Association of Legal Investigator (SCALI) and the Association of Christian
Private Investigators.
Michael Levine
With over 40 years of intensive hands-on, award winning experience on the streets and in the courtrooms, Michael Levine has
acquired the vast insiders’ knowledge and razor sharp eye for details that are vital to expert testimony. The details that underlie and support his resume have stood up to the rigorous cross-examination of some of the best prosecutors and attorneys in
the nation. One of the most decorated supervisory agents in the history of the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA), Mr.
Levine has also served with great distinction with the U.S. Customs Service, BATF, IRS (Criminal Division) and the FBI/
DEA Task Force. Trained and licensed as a police instructor by DEA, his career in police training, now numbering more than
300 occasions in federal and state courts (both criminal and civil) in 17 states as well as Puerto Rico. He is a widely published,
highly skilled professional writer, well known for the effectiveness of his reports and affidavits. His training and experience as
a supervisory officer, inspector of operations and police instructor, combined with his insider’s anatomical knowledge of law
enforcement operations, make him an invaluable asset in a number of important services. As a trial consultant and expert witness commencing with his DOJ retirement in 1990, Mr. Levine has reviewed and commented upon in excess of 200 full case
files, relating to both civil and criminal matters, and involving a wide array of areas of expertise. This involves exhaustive and
lengthy reviews of the investigative and law enforcement practices of many local and federal agencies, including but not limited to FBI, DEA, Customs, Homeland Security, BATF, IMNS and more than 30 local, state and city police agencies throughout the U.S. This ongoing experience keeps Mr. Levine current and up-to-date on policies, procedures and standards of U.S.
law enforcement.
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A licensed Private Investigator, Mr. Levine is also active as a law enforcement instructor, journalist and investigative researcher. He maintains an extensive and continually updated database of information that relates to each area of his expertise.
An important part of this database involves direct contact with more than 200 court-qualified law enforcement experts’ worldwide, colleagues with whom he consults on a case-by-case basis. Michael Levine has appeared as a guest/expert on dozens of
nationally televised shows, including 6 Minutes, Good Morning America, NBC & CBS morning shows, MacNeil-Lehrer news
Hour, 20/20 and many others. He has also been retained as a technical consultant for multiple television series, and has appeared as an expert on various law enforcement related topics on numerous local television shows around the country. He has
made guest appearances on hundreds of local and national radio shows.
Cody Woods
Cody is General Manager of Thomas Investigative Publications, Inc., The National Association of Investigative Specialists
(NAIS) and The Spy Exchange and Security Center. He is a licensed private investigator in the State of Texas and an expert
on investigative gear and equipment. As an expert in GPS and computer technology, Cody developed Utrack, Inc., which is a
leading USA supplier of GPS tracking equipment; a new service using GP technology and the Internet that will track vehicles
and objects through the Utrack, Inc. website.
Erin Rutledge
Erin Rutledge is Senior Marketing Representative for IRBsearch; a national online product for finding people, businesses and
their assets. She has traveled extensively with IRBsearch and presented live demonstrations in cities from Wisconsin and
North Carolina to Indiana and Florida. Erin holds a BA degree in marketing from Mississippi State University. The IRBsearch
– Iowa presentation will highlight the role of the Federal and State Legislation in database searches (GLBA and DPPA), nationwide Advanced Person Searches and both Custom and Standard Comprehensive Reports. Comprehensive Reports allow
investigators to view multiple searches in one easy-to-read format. This session also conveys best practices for skip tracing
techniques when using both public and proprietary records. IRBsearch provides access to the most information, the best data
sources and the fastest delivery. Find anyone, anywhere in the USA!
Opal Current
Opal began working for the Iowa Department of Revenue in 1984 as a revenue agent. In 1987 she was promoted to examiner
in the Individual Audit Section. In 1990, Opal was one of six department employees selected to be a field taxpayer service
specialist, a position dedicated to provide education and assistance to the taxpaying public. As a taxpayer service specialist,
Opal developed a series of small business workshops which she has presented at DMACC, Iowa Valley Community College,
West Des Moines Adult Education, Southwestern Community College, Indianola Learning Center and Iowa Central Community College. Opal provides continuing education seminars for CPA’s and accountants.
Gary W. Kendall
Gary is the Director of the Governor’s office of Drug Control Policy. Prior to being named the Director of ODCP on January
12, 2007, Gary was the County Attorney in Warren County, Iowa for 4 years. He worked as an assistant county attorney from
May 1999 until January 2003 in the Drug & Gang Unit of the Polk County Attorney’s office and from November 1996 until
May 1999, Gary worked as the drug prosecutor for the Warren and Marion County Drug Task Force. In 1993, Gary graduated
from Drake University with a Bachelor of Arts Degree with a double major in political science and economics and a minor in
speech communication. Gary graduated with his law degree in 1996 from Drake University Law School.
Justin Dering
Since joining North Star Resource Group in March 2004, Justin has spent time working wit successful individuals and families, businesses and physicians. He has a good understanding of behavioral finance. Making decisions about money is an emotional thing and a good financial advisor takes the emotion out of the equation with a greater chance of financial success.
Vendors
Your 2008 IAPI Conference will have some of the best resources of PI Equipment (recording devices for both video and audio), GPS Systems, books, training manuals, internet searching and safety and protection. At this time we have commitments
for 9 tables of vendor items.
For questions concerning this conference please contact either
IAPI President, Clare Reed at c.reed@mchsi.com or at 319-232-6934 or
IAPI Treasurer, Suzanne Boyde at 712-246-3713.
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Monetizing Your Phone Calls
Posted March 19
by ServeNow.com Staff
How to turn leads into new customers
Why should potential customers choose you? Your customers have choices and you need to recognize this
in order to differentiate your business from the others. Before you can set yourself apart from the competition and ask for a sale, you must complete three simple steps. (This includes answering your phone, qualifying your lead and asking for the sale.)
Answer Your Phone
First, you must answer your phone. Your clients need papers served or help with their cases. If you don’t
answer your phone, they may not be willing to leave a message and wait for a reply. They will most likely
move on and begin contacting other firms.
Designate the task of answering the phone to someone who cares about the customer. While this may
seem obvious, people taking the calls must be polite, professional and most of all knowledgeable about
the business. Treat each customer as if he or she has the potential to become a longtime client.
Qualify Your Lead
Once you have picked up the phone, you must qualify the contact. Find out when and what they need
done. Is this a potential client who could be responsible for a hundred cases or is this a private individual
with one case or one serve for a divorce? You will want to weigh the monetary value of the job versus the
time that could be put into it.
Think about the volume on a weekly and monthly basis, but remember that even if it’s just one serve or
assignment, your client could be friends with the head of the largest litigation insurance firm in your area
and have great referral potential. Regardless of who the caller is, you should treat each potential client
with respect and professionalism.
Listen
After qualifying your lead, be sure to ask questions about what they have told you so it is clear to them
that you are listening. Let them know that you understand what they are trying to do, and have done work
like that previously. Keep the conversation focused on them. Your questions will demonstrate your level
of competence and experience, and show the customer that you care. They will feel reassured knowing
you thoroughly understand the task at hand, and more confident in handing their work over to you.
Pricing
Pricing will come up. Put yourself in the role of the potential client. What do they need to hear to feel confident in giving you the work?
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―We talk to customers who have called multiple advertisers on ServeNow.com, to inquire about the services they offer,‖ said Mike MacDonald, ServeNow.com Brand Manager. ―What should you say to them
to get them to stop and talk to you? People are not just looking for the most competitive price, but for
trust in the provider.‖
Do not put your prices on the website because there will be some potential clients who you will not ever
get the opportunity to speak with. If you are pricing yourself too low, your competitors will see it. If you
are priced too high, people may move on to someone else before picking up the phone to call you. The
best option is not to list your pricing and encourage prospective clients to contact you for specific details
on price. If you receive e-mail inquiries, pick up the phone and have a conversation with the lead. During
the initial conversation you should establish that your company is most qualified for the job, and develop
a rapport with the prospective client. Do your best to discuss price toward the end of the conversation.
―Some people may think that they are calling you for price, but really they want to know that you are dependable and that you can help them,‖ said Cyndi Bowie, PInow.com Brand Manager. ―The level of professionalism and experience you exude in the initial phone call or meeting can seal the sale, and form a
relationship that may be beneficial in the future. The opportunity to have a conversation with someone
who previously would have just passed over your website is essential.‖
Having a flat rate may not work for individuals who need more hand-holding than those who are already
familiar with investigation and serving practices – like a large law firm. Individuals may never have
hired a process server before. They will come to you with lots of questions and may constantly call for
status updates. If you are charging a flat rate to all customers, you could be losing money on the time investment that individuals require.
Tip: As soon as you take on an individual client, detail how the process will work, and offer an estimate
of a time line. For instance, ―Once I begin your case, I will attempt the service of process within 7-10
days. We will call you when we have a status update. You do not need to follow up with us.‖ Investigators may want to say something to the effect of, ―Surveillance will begin on April 2 and be conducted for
three days. By April 10 I will compile a report and contact you with the results of the assignment.‖
Ask for the sale.
According to retail management expert Richard Fenton, 85 percent of sales conversations end without
asking the prospect for the sale. No one likes rejection or wants to be known as pushy or aggressive, but
asking for a sale is imperative. It’s the difference between growing your business and staying stagnate.
Ask customers open ended questions that cannot be answered with a ―no.‖ Questions like, ―When would
be best for you to drop off the papers?‖ or ―Would you be free Tuesday or Thursday to sign the contract?‖ If your prospective client is hesitant, ask what would be holding them back from taking the next
step. Truly listening to your customers’ needs will help you tailor your business to suit each individual.
By following these steps, you are on your way to running an even more successful business. Once you
have professionally completed a job and made your client happy, don’t forget to follow up by asking for
referrals and a customer testimonial.
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Note from the Editor
As most of you have probably seen, the IAPI website is new and improved. My wife Deb
Marlin is the new webmaster and will be doing all of the updating, changing and deleting of
information. We would like you to peruse all the links on the site to make sure we have
everything correct. So double check your business information on both the alphabetized
link and the regional link and if you need any changes made to your listing please email me
at jmarlin@marlinsspecialinvestigations.com and tell me what you need changed.
Some of the new changes Deb made to the website are the following:
There is now a renewal form on the website that you can fill out and print off to send in
your renewal application and payment. We have had problems with members not renewing in a timely fashion in the past and hopefully this will resolve that issue.
There is a link for individuals who want to know what steps they need to take to become
an Iowa Licensed Private Investigator/Security. This link will take them to the Iowa
DPS site which explains to them what they need to do. (If you have anyone asking you
what they need to do just refer them to our website).
There is a link with a form for people to fill out if they suspect a person is not an Iowa
licensed Private Investigator. This form gets emailed to the president of our association
who in turn will check to see if the person is licensed in Iowa and may re-contact the individual who posted the concern and will contact DPS licensing to inform them if the
person is not licensed so they can take appropriate action.
There is a new members link (password = desmoines). This link will have all current
newsletters, board minutes, restated articles and informational links. If anyone would
like to contribute a link that they believe would be helpful to other Iowa PI’s please
email me with the link.
The ―Find a PI‖ link has been upgraded to better find an investigator in your area. PI’s
in larger cities such as Des Moines and the surrounding communities are lumped together for the public to have a wider arena of investigators to call on. The PI website
page also identifies the city and state where the agency is located so someone perusing
this site doesn’t have to click on every website to see where they are located.
If any of you have suggestions for the website, again please contact me and let me know. I
will see most of you at the upcoming conference in Des Moines.
Have a great summer!!!
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PI buzz
~ Database of the Day: Wisconsin Voter Registration Lookup ~
Find a Wisconsin voter’s address, voter registration status, party affiliation, data of registration and voting
history for current and inactive Wisconsin voters. The search requires the input of the first and last name
and date of birth.
In a prior roundup of government sites with voter registration lookups, I forgot to mention the National Association of Secretaries of State collection of voter registration record verifications. This isn’t a comprehensive list, and some of the links were dead the last time I checked, but it’s worth adding to your bookmarks.
Want to find some of these links on your own? Try using the following phrases in your search engine: ―Am
I registered to vote?‖ and ―Look up your voter registration‖.
http://vpa.wi.gov/VoterSearchScreen.aspx?Language=en-us
http://nass.org/index.php?option=com_wrapper&Itemid=205

~ Database of the Day: Illinois Physician Profiles and License Actions ~
Review the professional and disciplinary background of 44,000 physicians and surgeons licensed to practice
in Illinois. Search the database by doctor’s partial first name, partial last name, city, specialty keyword or
hospital affiliation. Select a physician’s name to see specialty certifications, legal and disciplinary actions
for the past 5 years, and resume details. Disciplinary listings may point to licenses issued in other states,
malpractice judgments and claim settlement amounts.
The announcement of the database was issued by Gov. Blagojevich:
Over 85 percent of all licensed physicians and surgeons have provided the information necessary to
create their profile in categories that include: the location and scope of practice, the type of insurance the physician accepts, specialties and certifications, legal and disciplinary actions taken against
the physician, his or her educational background and any professional activities or honors the physician would like to add. Physicians’ licenses are subject to renewal in July 2008. Before a license is
renewed, physicians must provide the information for their profiles.
https://www.idfpr.com/applications/professionprofile/(X(1)S(e1iubo45jfndvz553loizo55))/
Default.aspx?AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=1
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~ The Search Systems Free Criminal Records Search Guide ~
Pacific Information Resources, Inc., familiarly known as Search Systems, has released a guide to researching criminal records. The document is viewable online and can also be downloaded as a PDF. Search Systems provides links to commercial and government-operated databases of public record information on the
Internet. Most of these are free, but access to the huge collection has a small fee.
The site categorizes links to all imaginable public records that are available on the Internet. Some popular
types of public records included are: Births, Marriages and Deaths, Corporations, Court Records, Fictitious
Business Names, Professional Licenses, Real Property, Recorded Documents, and Voter Registrations.
The Criminal Records Search Guide addresses the myth of a nationwide criminal records database and lists
the different types of criminal records and their agency source. It also identifies non court records of sanctions and enforcement databases. This is a basic tutorial, designed for the casual or non professional researcher.
But the primary emphasis is on the Search Systems collection of criminal records — both the free links,
called DirectPass, and the fee-based criminal records database, part of the Premium searches. Premium
searches are discounted for DirectPass subscribers, but incur an additional fee.
The Premium criminal records content is from a commercial database but is reformatted by Search Systems,
usable as a cut-and-paste text document. The text formatting enhances this product over the html one of the
data provider. Search by full or partial first and last name, with an option to limit by date of birth or year of
birth. The cost is $7 per state search or $19 for a search of all available jurisdictions, if you are a subscriber
to DirectPass.
The most comprehensive search of criminal records will utilize the free government-sponsored sites —
those listed in the DirectPass collection and Internet sources that haven’t yet found their way into the
Search Systems public records. Also, a comprehensive search for criminal records must include a commercial database — probably 2 to 3 databases, depending on the jurisdiction one is searching. There is no substitute for hand searching court records, whether or not the particular jurisdiction is encompassed in the
online records.
http://www.searchsystems.net/free-criminal-records-search-guide.php

~ Database of the Day: Small Business Administration Loans Approved ~
Find companies and loans they’ve acquired through the Small Business Administration business loans approved database. Search by approval year and state to get a list of all companies receiving SBA loans, with
the loan amount, approval date and city where the company is based.
Also, search the database of the Small Business Administration certifications of businesses that are women,
minority or veteran owned. Then go to USA Spending to search for any contracts the company has been
awarded by government agencies and the dollar amount.
http://www.sba.gov/loans/businessdetail/
http://dsbs.sba.gov/dsbs/search/dsp_dsbs.cfm
http://www.usaspending.gov/
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~ Iowa governor wants agencies to start charging for
attorneys reviewing records requests ~
Iowa Gov. Chet Culver wants state agencies to start charging requesters for the cost of attorneys reviewing
public records requests (see Associated Press story). This is dangerous stuff. It's bad enough when an
agency tries to charge for search and retrieval time, and then high copying costs. But adding attorney fees
for reviewing requests will make some requests too costly for citizens and journalists. And philosophically
it's just wrong. Why should a citizen have to pay an agency to figure out the law? Iowa state law says a
"reasonable fee" can be charged to retrieve copy and supervise the examination of records, and that "Actual
costs shall include only those expenses directly attributable to supervising the examination of, and making
and providing copies of public records. Actual costs shall not include charges for ordinary expenses." I consider the agency considering whether the record is public or not as an ordinary expense. I shouldn't have to
pay a lot more money because an agency doesn't even know the public records law and needs an attorney to
look at my request. The story suggests that it's a gray area nationwide and that the government has a strong
leg to stand on, but a quick check of how this is done nationwide using the Reporters Committee Open
Government Guide comparison Web site, shows that many states don't allow this kind of overcharging
practice. While Maryland, Maine and a few other states directly allow the charging of attorney fees for reviewing requests when preparing records, Iowa should follow the more sane states that don't allow such
fees to be added to requests, particularly when someone just wants to see some public records for noncommercial uses, including Florida, Minnesota, Georgia, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, New York, Nevada,
New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Utah, Washington, West Virginia and Wyoming. Journalists should not just shrug and walk away, taking what the officials say as gospel and accepting the fate of
increased secrecy. Turn and fight!

PI buzz (http://pibuzz.com) is a free webzine of tips, links, news and research guides to assist the information
professional and private investigator, and businesses and attorneys, on topics ranging from database searching,
business background, to privacy and public records. Free registration is available at the site. Tamara Thompson
and Rosemarie Mesis are the editors and primary writers for PI buzz.
Tamara Thompson is a well-known investigator, speaker and blogger who is recognized for her expertise in
Internet data gathering, genealogical tracing, witness background development and locating people. Before
starting PI buzz, Tamara operated the blog PI News Link.
Rosemarie Mesis has been conducting private investigations for the last 8 years specializing in locating people,
especially custodial kidnapping victims. “Roe” is also the co-owner and Publisher of PI Magazine, the largest
trade publication for private investigators and law enforcement detectives in the USA.
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IAPI is pleased to welcome these new
members to our Association
Donald L. Schossow (Full)
509 Allen Street
Laurens, Iowa 50554
712-450-0300

Linda Mathews (Full)
PO Box 12008
Des Moines, Iowa 50311
877-816-4696
iowaservice@aol.com
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